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Outline of presentation
I.

Global issues/challenges including Vietnam e.g. context, issues

II. How SEPLS in Vietnam, through SDMs, have contributed to deliver socialecological outcomes and enhancing resilience to disasters.
•
•
•

Findings from SDM 2016-2017 results e.g. farms and landscapes examples
Findings from SDM 2019-2020 results e.g. farms and landscapes examples
Legal recognition by Vietnam Law on Forest 2019 and what will be foreseen?

III. Experiences drawn from Vietnam, its relevance for the post COVID-19 era and
implications for the post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework.
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Latest issues from
Vietnam
October 2020

Issues: COVID-19 is the most currently
dominating threat and one of the key to
this is due forests destruction, i.e. the
natural forest habitat for wildlife and
species no longer available;
Landslides

Flooding

Fact: Tropical forest in
Vietnam is a living natural
resource but has been
decreasing.
Context/issues: areas of earlier
tropical forest are converted to
mono-crop plantations and
commercial-based agriculture i.e.
an area of no biological or
agricultural higher value in between
less than 10 years;

Northern region
of Vietnam

Central region
of Vietnam

Consequences: landscape
degradation, losses in agrobiodiversity, market dependency,
low resilience;
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Vietnam
• Global Forest Resources Assessment 2020
(FAO) for Vietnam recently provided:
• Plantation forest: 745,000 ha (1990)
• Plantation forest: 4,349,370 ha (2020)

• MARD Vietnam provided areas of national
forest and land use in the period 1995-2010:
• Plantation forest: 994,000 ha (1995)
• Plantation forest: 3,122,000 ha (2010)

• Thus, Action for Mixed-Species Forest
Restoration for (SEPLS) Social Ecological
Resilience Building is highly needed.

Latest image sees tropical forests being
cleared for other land uses, October 2020
Central Highlands region of Vietnam
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CENDI/SPERI approach to SEPLS started and obtain lessons

2011:
First becoming
a member of
IPSI “Vision
towards
Societies in
Harmony with
Nature”
Learning about
SEPLS

2014:
First meeting
with IPSI, at
COP 12
learning about
SEPLS and
First sharing
about SEPLS
through HEPA
real example.

2016:
First SDM
project to
initiative
SEPLS and
restoration in
Vietnam;
First initiative
in Vietnam on
Restoration of
Local species,
Trees nursery

2016-18:
Fully voluntary uptake of Local
species
restoration
expanding over
many provinces,
landscapes, and
small actions by
society-wide
groups in Vietnam.

2019-20:
Second SDM
project targeting
promoting Agrobiodiversity farms
and SEPLS
Landscape
restoration for
livelihoods and
resilience for
pioneering youths
in Central region.
Expecting
outstanding
impacts 2020-2025
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CENDI approach to SEPLS i.e. through Mixed species Forest Restoration for
Transformative Change and Enhancing Resilience (post COVID-19 era)
Diversity
- species/product diversity
- structural diversity, i.e. diversity of systems components
- functional diversity, i.e. diversity of relations between systems components
- cultural landscape diversity
Integration
- of production systems
- of nutrient and energy flows
- of management goals
Farms and landscape management: high internal input of local capacity;
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SDM 2016 – SEPLS started
successfully
First Nursery 2017 Ha Tinh province

1. The First Nursery of Local Species
restores many varieties to
improve agro-biodiversity and
extension to groups.
2. All of these bring people closed
to Nature, reconnecting humans
to the Earth, the soil, and the
root.

Nursery 2018 Can Tho province, Mekong Delta

Nursery 2019 Quang Binh province

Nursery 2019
Lao Cai province
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Up-scaling mixed-species
plantings to many landscapes

Countries

Planned Planting and
Nursery
(unit: seedlings, trees)

Area
(hectares)

Number of local indigenous
species including timber, fruit
trees, shadow lover crops e.g.
Actual
Ginger through
planting
Mixed Planting
(unit: seedlings, trees)
(unit: no of species)

HEPA Ha Tinh province

Vietnam

5

2,500

5,568
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Simacai, Lao Cai province

Vietnam

5

2,500

9,542
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Violak, Kon Tum province

Vietnam

8

14,000

7,447
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Nam Bac, Lao PDR

Lao PDR

5

5,000

77,900

11

Long Lan, Lao PDR

Lao PDR

10

10,000

5,334

3

Quang Binh province

Vietnam

5

5,000

5,200
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Quang Binh province

Vietnam

5

5,000

1,800

4

Sin Chai, Lao Cai province

Vietnam

5

202,550

154,370
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Thapene, Lao PDR

Lao PDR

2

5,220

4,585
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Bao Yen, Lao Cai province

Vietnam

5

6,000

Building up SEPLS - Updating by June 2020
duration 2015-2020
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55

257,770

271,746

Now - 2020

Landscape restoration
SEPLS in Simacai district,
northern Vietnam
Before

-Restoring landscape with diverse trees’
species;
- Foster traditional labor exchange;
- Provide livelihoods for young farmers;
- Enhancing good resiliency;
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Now - 2020

Landscape restoration
SEPLS in Bao Yen district,
northern Vietnam
Before

- Choosing the sustainable lifestyle;
- Local species trees planting for greening the
landscape;
- Integrating diverse livestock;
- Contributing to resiliency for smallholders;
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Now - 2020

Landscape restoration
SEPLS in Quang Binh
district, central VN
Before

- Female-led agro-biodiversity farm;
- Planting mixed species local varieties; homegrown nursery; integrating livestock;
- Deliver great social ecological outcomes;
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Now
Now- 2020
- 2020

Landscape restoration SEPLS in
HEPA

Now - 2020

- Forest restoration and water resource absolutely clean
- Ecosystem services functioning, home to biodiversity and
diverse species
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SDM 2019 – SEPLS
enhancing resilience
1. Mixed species plantings supports
agro-biodiversity.
2. Farms obtain income from short
term crops and animals, and fruit
trees.
3. Provide diverse produce i.e. access
to food and nutrition to families,
local members.
4. Lessening risks to disasters
including COVID-19.
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SDM 2019 – SEPLS deliver
social outcome
Mixed species planting in Lao Cai province

1. Extensive awareness of forest
restoration and mixed species
planting throughout Vietnam and
Laos PDR;

Lao PDR
2019

2. Continuing wisdom and ecological
knowledge;
3. Contributing to landscape
restoration, environmental
protection year-by-year;

Mixed species
Lam Dong
province
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Lessons from and
for Vietnam

Reference:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sjGoEQhI4DE&feature=emb
_logo (October 28, 2020)

1.

Ecosystem Restoration e.g. forests
and Biodiversity recovery planning
clearly indicated; Mixed-species
implementation prioritize.

2.

Mixed species forest restoration is
the way-forward to allow
restoration of agro-biodiversity,
humans wellbeing and
landscapes/ecosystem functions.

3.

SEPLS has been tried lively, and
dynamically through scattered
farms and landscapes.
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Vision for Vietnam
(2020-2035)
 ‘Societies in Harmony with Nature’ highly
relevance for the post COVID-19 era, post-2020
Global Biodiversity Framework.
 Vietnam should develop a National Program
utilizing SEPLS incorporating Restoration mindset
and practices;
 Supporting growth-oriented model that prioritize
Biodiversity and Human Wellbeing, and lifestyles in
harmony with Nature.
 R&D should focus ‘How restoration efforts
contribute to Resilience building’.
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